the

art of war

RlSE AND SHlNE Everybody’s talkin’ They ain’t sayin’ nothing Living in a whisper When they wanted to scream Free

FORElGN lNVADER Take my hand... I said TAKE IT I’ll be gentle Okay, that’s a lie Don’t get sentimental And cry Hold

to be a very special carbon copy Just another gear to grind Inside the machine It’s not enough to stand up – rise

your hand and tell you you love me Sit back and enjoy the show Bid welcome to your foreign invader You need me

and shine It’s not enough to care – rise and shine It’s time for us to wake up – rise and shine There’s no more

but you just don’t know All I do I do for you Because I know what’s best Saviour in the guise of your most Feared

time for fear – rising It’s part of the process So stick to the script Free to pick your colors But just stay in the lines

unwanted guest RlDDLE ME THlS Just a thought Surviving is not living All we got Is nothing we were given Eyes are

Don’t bother changing channels ‘Cuz it’s all the same shit Life and liberty homogenized And refined Take it all for

open But looking the other way We’re all choking On words we’re afraid to say Ties are broken So get on your

granted While you’re paying for it By selling out the person That you wanted to be Honor is a dead word To the

knees and prey Eyes are open But looking the other way In the game But never seem to play it Know the truth But

blindly loyal There’s no more fight for freedom We gave it away for free MURDER SlMULATOR Get up, get off, get in,

never seem to say it Not the fall But the sudden stop that follows Trade it all For yesterday’s tomorrows GET CLEAN

get on We’re going for a little ride Strap up, strap on, and lock & load ‘Cause no one here is satisfied It’s on TV

The numbers on my wrist say I’m a cog in the machine and the sign above the front gate tells me work will set me

for all to see The power’s at your fingertips Five stars and it’s time to go ‘Cause now we’re shooting from the hip

free I’m sleeping on this mattress stained by men who’ve died before There’s a hole inside my broken heart And

Give me guns Give me sex Give me all of this and more Living so much greater in the murder simulator Where all

locks on all the doors Get Clean All together now 1-2-3 Don’t be scared Just stand with me Hold my hand, try not

the world’s a painted whore Give me love Give me war Just set me free in Liberty You don’t know where you ain’t

to breathe All together now I shovel dirt on bodies From a pile too big to burn I recognize a childhood friend who

been So come and take a walk with me Virtually badass With my cyber firearms The truth in the reflection Reveals

tells me that my turn is coming like the winter winds that chill me to the bone In chambers dense with screams

all the hidden charms An ugly world through pretty eyes Rendered beautifully All we are is juxtaposed With all

and tears We all still die alone Single file through the door Wall to wall, ceiling to floor I am not afraid to die I

we’ll ever be A Bullet ln The Head The system is broken The machine needs repair Condition critical The stone in

only wish that I knew why... lF l CAN All your hopes And all your plans Promises and empty hands They played you

the gears The sum of your fears A free radical A better tomorrow Survive through the sorrow Of hypocrisy The

Betrayed you Read between the lines and see The place where I choose not to be Conclusion Illusion If I can see

feeling is hollow When you beg, steal and borrow For your liberty All that was and all that is All that takes and all

tomorrow If I can turn the tide If I can wish for just one thing Open up your eyes The truth is out there It would

that gives All that hates the all that loves All that pushes all that shoves All that fucks and all that fights All that

seem Content to live inside a dream Supply it And buy it Statistically you’ll be alright Until the day you see the

kisses sweet goodnights All the virgins all the whores All the less take all the more Your feigned crucifixion Is just

light Awaken Forsaken

blasphemous fiction Like all that you hold dear My heroes have died And the movies all lied I’m still standing here
A bullet in the head would take away the sorrow A bullet in the head would take away the lie A bullet in the head
would take away tomorrow A bullet in the head but I don’t wanna die
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stars Hide behind our battle scars There you are... And there I go... again If I could find all that I wanted On a
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mountain high Could it compare to all I see When I look in your eyes It’s what it is and so much more To set your
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spirit free When you’re lying here with me Smile though I know Something’s not quite right Angry children kick
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As I ride a line Leap of faith so bold Secrets left to find Off the deep end Off the rail Kiss or kill it’s Pass or fail
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It’s all downhill from here But that’s a good thing Let go of what you keep inside It’s all downhill from here But
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that’s a good thing The fall is what we pay to ride Born to lose and built to grind Burn to live and Live to ride Ride
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to live and Live to burn Time is now and It’s my turn CHANGlNG OF THE GUARD My eyes have seen the glory Of all that
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we could be And shed tears for all we are not Complacent, obedient worker bees Assimilate the simulation To
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be all we can be As seen on TV Ever blinded by humanity’s vanity Oblivious to the ripple we set in motion From
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cast stones And convincing ourselves we’re all alone Even when we’re together We turn our backs to missed
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Where all too often we’re taught That there’s just enough religion In the world to teach us hate, But not enough
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to make us love... And Jesus wept... Star-spangled gangbangers Brainwashed to believe that Killing is the only
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way to live And that you need to take to give After all, tell someone they’re worthless Long enough and they
begin to Believe it Once we fought for freedom of speech Nowadays the people who fought against it Wave it
like a flag While having the audacity to cry “equality” All the while, addicted to the notion That there must always
be an enemy At the root of all of our problems Never taking the time to look in a mirror And reflect The truth is
simple Divided we stand United we fall And in the end There will be no tears of sadness Or cheers of victory Just
silence And a hopeful curiosity of What will rise from the fall...

